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Osprey Flight Solutions

A new age for aviation 
risk management

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL

Osprey Atlas
Providing you a visual overview of 
aviation risk
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Introduction

The Atlas tool enables you to visualise the aviation risk landscape. You can 
explore Conflict Zones advisories, navigate through our airspace risk areas and 
visualise the locations of our pings and alerts on the map.

What will be covered:

 A visual overview of conflict zones and their location

 A visual overview of Airspace risk areas

 Layer: FIRs, Osprey Alerts and ping data for more of an insight on the map.
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Using Osprey Atlas

1. To navigate to the Atlas map use the Atlas Icon on the left-hand side of the 
screen.

2. To add layers to the map, select the layer icon in the top right of the screen.

Selection options:

 Conflict Zone advisories and view the overall location on the map

 Airspace Rick Areas which gives you a snapshot of airspace risk – it does 
not give you the levels of risk however this can be seen within the reports 
map module.

 Layer the FIRs over the map.

 Layer Alerts to help you determine the geo-location (for legend click the 
Diamond in the top right). 

 Layer Pings to help determine the geo-location (for legend click the 
Diamond in the top right). 

Top Tip: Use Atlas to get a clear visual of Social Unrest, Crime, Corruption and 
Aviation Security Pings against our Airspace shapes.
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The ping categories listed are; social unrest, crime, corruption, and aviation security. 
Using the drop-down menu, you can select which you want to see on the map.

Zoom into the map and hover over a single Ping of interest, it will give you a 
summary. For more details of the Pings and to explore all 22 categories, see the 
:Explore dashboard. 

Pings

Alerts

Zoom into the map and hover over an Alert of interest, it will give you the date of the 
Alert, type and summary. For access to our full detailed Alerts, you can use the Alerts 
dashboard or view them in your emails.
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Conclusion

 Osprey Reports Article

 Osprey Alerts article

 Osprey:Explore Article 

This data visual overview enables an accurate and refined location of our Alerts 
and some Ping categories. Capture and incorporate this information for 
discussions, addressing stakeholder enquiries and gaining insights that support 
your decision-making processes.

Still need assistance?
T: +44 2086 112 659  |  E: info@ospreyfs.com  |  W: www.ospreyflightsolutions.com

Follow us
@Osprey Flight Solutions @OspreyFlightSolutions

@osprey-fs-news @Ospreyfs
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